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Abstract—The EMERALD (Event Monitoring Enabling Responses to Anomalous Live Disturbances) environment is a distributed scalable tool suite for tracking malicious activity through and across large networks. EMERALD introduces a highly distributed, building-block approach to network surveillance, attack isolation, and automated response. It combines models from research in distributed high-volume event-correlation methodologies with over a decade of intrusion detection research and engineering experience. The approach is novel in its use of highly distributed, independently tunable, surveillance and response monitors that are deployable polymorphically at various abstract layers in a large network. These monitors contribute to a streamlined event-analysis system that combines signature analysis with statistical profiling to provide localized real-time protection of the most widely used network services on the Internet. Equally important, EMERALD introduces a recursive framework for coordinating the dissemination of analyses from the distributed monitors to provide a global detection and response capability that can counter attacks occurring across an entire network enterprise. Further, EMERALD introduces a versatile application programmer's interface that enhances its ability to integrate with heterogeneous target hosts and provides a high degree of interoperability with third-party tool suites.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Our infrastructures of highly integrated information systems, both military and commercial, have become one of the key assets on which we depend for competitive advantage. These information infrastructures tend to be conglomerates of integrated commercial-off-theshelf (COTS) and non-COTS components, interoperating and sharing information at increasing levels of demand and capacity. These systems are relied on to manage a growing list of needs including transportation, commerce, energy management, communications, and defense.

Unfortunately, the very interoperability and sophisticated integration of technology that make our infrastructures such valuable assets also make them vulnerable to attack, and make our dependence on our infrastructures a potential liability. We have had ample opportunity to consider numerous examples of vulnerabilities and attacks against our infrastructures and the systems that use them. Attacks such as the Internet worm [21], [25] have shown us how our interconnectivity across large domains can be used against us to spread malicious code. Accidental outages such as the 1980 ARPAnet collapse [22] and the 1990 AT&T collapse [17] illustrate how seemingly localized triggering events can have globally disastrous effects on widely distributed systems. In addition, we have witnessed organized groups of miscreants [11], [17], local and foreign, performing malicious and coordinated attacks against varieties of online targets. We are keenly aware of the recurring examples of vulnerabilities that exist pervasively in network services, protocols, and operating systems, throughout our military and commercial network infrastructures. Even the deployment of newer more robust technologies does not fully compensate for the vulnerabilities in the multitude of legacy systems with which the newer systems must interoperate.

Yet, despite these examples, there remain no widely available robust tools to allow us to track malicious activity through and across large networks. The need for scalable network-aware surveillance and response technologies continues to grow.
II. CHALLENGES TO SCALABLE NETWORK MISUSE DETECTION

As dependence on our network infrastructures continues to grow, so too grows our need to ensure the survivability of these assets. Investments into scalable network intrusion detection\(^1\) will over time offer an important additional dimension to the survivability of our infrastructures. Mechanisms are needed to provide real-time detection of patterns in network operations that may indicate anomalous or malicious activity, and to respond to this activity through automated countermeasures. In addition, these mechanisms should also support the pursuit of individuals responsible for malicious activity through the collection and correlation of event data.

The typical target environment of the EMERALD project is a large enterprise network with thousands of users connected in a federation of independent administrative domains. Each administrative domain is viewed as a collection of local and network services that provide an interface for requests from individuals internal and external to the domain. Network services include features common to many network operating systems such as mail, HTTP, FTP, remote login, network file systems, finger, Kerberos, and SNMP. Some domains may share trust relationships with other domains (either peer-to-peer or hierarchical). Other domains may operate in complete mistrust of all others, providing outgoing connections only, perhaps severely restricting incoming connections. Users may be local to a single domain or may possess accounts on multiple domains that allow them to freely establish connections throughout the enterprise.

In the environment of an enterprise network, well-established concepts in computer security such as the reference monitor [3] do not apply well. A large enterprise network is a dynamic cooperative of interconnected heterogeneous systems that often exists more through co-dependence than hierarchical structure. Defining a single security policy over such an enterprise, let alone a single point of authority, is often not practical.

With traditional approaches to security being difficult to apply to network infrastructures in the large, the need to ensure survivability of these infrastructures raises important questions. One such question is, "Can we build surveillance and response capabilities that can scale to very large enterprise networks?" To do so will require us to overcome a number of challenges in current intrusion-detection designs, many of which derive from the centralized paradigm of current architectures. While a fully distributed architecture could address some of these challenges, it too introduces tradeoffs in capabilities and performance. The following briefly summarizes challenges that exist in scaling intrusion-detection tools to large networks.

- **Event Generation and Storage:** Audit generation and storage has tended to be a centralized activity, and often gathers excessive amounts of information at inappropriate layers of abstraction. Centralized audit mechanisms place a heavy burden on the CPU and I/O throughput, and simply do not scale well with large user populations. In addition, it is difficult to extend centralized audit mechanisms to cover spatially distributed components such as network infrastructure (e.g., routers, filters, DNS, firewalls) or various common network services.

- **State-space Management and Rule Complexity:** In signature-based analyses, rule complexity can have a direct tradeoff with performance. A sophisticated rule structure able to represent complex/multiple event orderings with elaborate pre- or post-conditions may allow for very concise and well-structured penetration definitions. However, sophisticated rule structures may also impose heavy burdens in maintaining greater amounts of state information throughout the analysis, limiting their scalability to environments with high volumes of events. Shorter and simpler rules may impose lesser analysis and state-management burdens, helping to provide greater scalability and efficiency in event analysis. When speed is the key issue, the ultimate rule-set is one with no state-management needs — requiring no ordering and no time-consuming pre- and post-conditions to evaluate as events are processed. Simpler rules, however, also limit expressibility in misuse definitions, and can lead to inflated rule-bases to compensate for a single complex rule-set that might cover many variations of an attack. Clearly, there exists a tradeoff between highly complex and expressively rich rule models versus shorter and simpler rules that individually require minimal state-management and analysis burdens.

- **Knowledge Repositories:** Expert systems separate their base of knowledge (rules of inference and state information regarding the target system) from both their analysis code and response logic in an effort to add to their overall modularity. There is some advantage to maintaining this knowledge base in a centrally located repository. Dynamic modification and control over this information is made easier when only single repositories need be modified. A centrally located knowledge repository is efficient for making pluggable rule-sets that add

---

\(^1\)In this paper, the term "intrusion" is used broadly to encompass misuse, anomalies, service denials, and other deviations from acceptable system behavior.
to the generality and portability of the tool. However, in a highly distributed and high-volume event environment, a single repository combined with a single analysis engine can act as a choke-point. It also provides a single point of failure should the repository become unavailable or tainted.

- Inference Architectures: At the core of many signature-based expert systems exists an algorithm for accepting the input (in our case activity logs) and, based on a set of inference rules, directing the search for new information. This inference-engine model is very centralized in nature. In a large network, events and data flow asynchronously throughout the network in parallel and in volumes beyond what any centralized analysis technologies can process. A central analysis requires centralized collection of event information, and imposes the full burden (I/O, processing, and memory) of the analysis on those components on which the inference engine resides. This single-point-of-analysis model does not scale well. A completely distributed analysis, however, introduces its own challenges. Both global correlation and intelligent coordination among distributed analysis units impose significant resource overhead. Finding the optimal analysis paradigm between the continuum of the centralized expert-system approach and a fully decentralized analysis scheme is a key challenge in building a scalable inference architecture.

The physical and logical dispersion of the interfaces and controls among target systems and networks must be accommodated by the architecture of the distributed analysis system. Centralized intrusion-detection architectures deployed in highly distributed network environments experience difficulty in integrating and scaling their analysis paradigms to such environments. (Several of these issues are explored in [16]). The issues and limitation discussed above represent challenges to the very design and engineering assumptions on which much of the current intrusion-detection research is based.

The objective of the EMERALD work is to bring a collection of research and prototype development efforts into the practical world, in such a way that the analysis tools for detecting and interpreting anomalies and misuses can be applied and integrated into realistic network computing environments. The EMERALD project provides a critical step in demonstrating how to construct scalable and computationally realistic intrusion-detection mechanisms to track malicious activity within and across large networks. To do this, EMERALD employs detection and response components that are smaller and more distributed than previous intrusion-detection efforts, and that interoperate to provide composability and portability to the tool. However, in a highly distributed and high-volume event environment, a single repository combined with a single analysis engine can act as a choke-point. It also provides a single point of failure should the repository become unavailable or tainted.

EMERALD represents a significant departure from previous centralized host-based, user-oriented, intrusion-detection efforts that suffer poor scalability and integration into large networks. EMERALD's analysis scheme targets the external threat agent who attempts to subvert or bypass a domain's network interfaces and control mechanisms to gain unauthorized access to domain resources or prevent the availability of these resources. EMERALD employs a building-block architectural strategy using independent distributed surveillance monitors that can analyze and respond to malicious activity on local targets, and can interoperate to form an analysis hierarchy. This layered analysis hierarchy provides a framework for the recognition of more global threats to interdomain connectivity, including coordinated attempts to infiltrate or destroy connectivity across an entire network enterprise. Section III presents an architectural overview of EMERALD, and Section IV discusses its integration into distributed computing environments.

III. THE EMERALD NETWORK INTRUSION DETECTION ARCHITECTURE

EMERALD introduces a hierarchically layered approach to network surveillance that includes service analysis covering the misuse of individual components and network services within the boundary of a single domain; domain-wide analysis covering misuse visible across multiple services and components; and enterprise-wide analysis covering coordinated misuse across multiple domains. The objective of the service analysis is to streamline and decentralize the surveillance of a domain's network interfaces for activity that may indicate misuse or significant anomalies in operation. We introduce the concept of dynamically deployable, highly distributed, and independently tunable service monitors. Service monitors are dynamically deployed within a domain to provide localized real-time analysis of infrastructure (e.g., routers or gateways) and services (privileged subsystems with network interfaces). Service monitors may interact with their environment passively (reading activity logs) or actively via probing to supplement normal event gathering. This localized coverage of network services and domain infrastructure forms the lowest tier in EMERALD's layered network-monitoring scheme.

Information correlated by a service monitor can be disseminated to other EMERALD monitors through a subscription-based communication scheme. Subscription provides EMERALD's message system both a pull and push data exchange capability between monitor interoperation (see Section III-F). EMERALD client monitors are able to subscribe to receive the analysis...
results that are produced by server monitors. As a monitor produces analysis results, it is then able to disseminate these results asynchronously to its client subscribers. Through subscription, EMERALD monitors distributed throughout a large network are able to efficiently disseminate reports of malicious activity without requiring the overhead of synchronous polling.

Domain-wide analysis forms the second tier of EMERALD's layered network surveillance scheme. A domain monitor is responsible for surveillance over all or part of the domain. Domain monitors correlate intrusion reports disseminated by individual service monitors, providing a domain-wide perspective of malicious activity (or patterns of activity). In addition to domain surveillance, the domain monitor is responsible for reconfiguring system parameters, interfacing with other monitors beyond the domain, and reporting threats against the domain to administrators.

Lastly, EMERALD enables enterprise-wide analysis, providing a global abstraction of the cooperative community of domains. Enterprise-layer monitors correlate activity reports produced across the set of monitored domains. Enterprise-layer monitors focus on network-wide threats such as Internet worm-like attacks, attacks repeated against common network services across domains, and coordinated attacks from multiple domains against a single domain. Through this correlation and sharing of analysis results, reports of problems found by one monitor may propagate to other monitors throughout the network. The enterprise itself need not be stable in its configuration or centrally administered. Rather, it may exist as an emergent entity through the interconnections of the domains. EMERALD's ability to perform interdomain event analysis is vital to addressing more global, information warfare-like attacks against the entire enterprise (see Section IV).

A. The EMERALD Monitor

The generic EMERALD monitor architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. The architecture is designed to enable the flexible introduction and deletion of analysis engines from the monitor boundary as necessary. In its dual-analysis configuration, an EMERALD monitor instantiation combines signature analysis with statistical profiling to provide complementary forms of analysis over the operation of network services and infrastructure. In general, a monitor may include additional analysis engines that may implement other forms of event analysis, or a monitor may consist of only a single resolver implementing a response policy based on intrusion summaries produced by other EMERALD monitors. Monitors also incorporate a versatile application programmers' interface that enhances their ability to interoperate with the analysis target, and with other third-party intrusion-detection tools.

Underlying the deployment of an EMERALD monitor is the selection of a target-specific event stream. The event stream may be derived from a variety of sources including audit data, network datagrams, SNMP traffic, application logs, and analysis results from other intrusion-detection instrumentation. The event stream is parsed, filtered, and formatted by the target-specific event-collection methods provided within the resource object definition (see Section III-B). Event records are then forwarded to the monitor's analysis engine(s) for processing.

EMERALD's profiler engine performs statistical profile-based anomaly detection given a generalized event stream of an analysis target (Section III-C). EMERALD's signature engine requires minimal state-management and employs a rule-coding scheme that breaks from traditional expert-system techniques to provide a more focused and distributed signature-analysis model (Section III-D). Multiple analysis engines implementing different analysis methods may be employed to analyze a variety of event streams that pertain to the same analysis target. These analysis engines are intended to develop significantly lower volumes of abstract intrusion or suspicion reports. The profiler and signature engines receive large volumes of event logs specific to the analysis target, and produce smaller volumes of intrusion or suspicion reports that are then fed to their associated resolver.

EMERALD's resolver is the coordinator of analysis reports and the implementor of the "response policy" (Section III-B). A resolver may correlate analysis results produced externally by other analysis engines to which it subscribes, and it may be bound to one or more analysis engines within the monitor boundary. Because the volume of its input is much lower than the event-stream volumes processed by the analysis engines, the resolver is able to implement sophisticated management and control policies over the analysis engines. The resolver also provides the primary interface between its associated analysis engines, the analysis target, and other intrusion-detection modules. In general, monitors may exist with multiple analysis engines, and support the capability to interoperate with third-party analysis engines.

At the center of the EMERALD monitor is a structure called a resource object. The resource object is a pluggable library of target-specific configuration data and methods that allows the monitor code-base to remain independent from the analysis target to which it is deployed (Section III-B). Customizing and dynamically configuring an EMERALD monitor thus becomes
a question of building and defining the fields of the analysis target's resource object.

Interoperability is especially critical to EMERALD's decentralized monitoring scheme, and extends within EMERALD's own architectural scope as well as to third-party modules. To support interoperability, EMERALD monitors incorporate a bidirectional messaging system. Section III-F discusses our efforts to develop a standard interface specification for communication within and between EMERALD monitors and external modules. Using this interface specification, third-party modules can communicate with EMERALD monitors in a variety of ways, as illustrated in Figure 1. Third-party modules operating as event-collection units may employ EMERALD's external interfaces to submit event data to the analysis engines for processing. Such third-party modules would effectively replace the monitor's own event-collection methods (Section III-B). Third-party modules may also submit and receive analysis results via the resolver's external interfaces. This will allow third-party modules to incorporate the results from EMERALD monitors into their own surveillance efforts, or to contribute their results to the EMERALD analysis hierarchy. Lastly, the monitor's internal API allows third-party analysis engines to be linked directly into the monitor boundary.

All EMERALD monitors (service, domain, and enterprise) are implemented using the same monitor codebase. The EMERALD monitor architecture is designed generally enough to be deployed at various abstract layers in the network. The only differences between deployed monitors are their resource object definitions. This reusable software architecture is a major project asset, providing significant benefits to the implementation and maintenance efforts. The following sections briefly describe the various components that make up the EMERALD monitor architecture.

B. Resource Objects: Abstracing Network Entities

Fundamental to EMERALD's design is the abstraction of the semantics of the analysis target from the EMERALD monitor. By logically decoupling the implementation of the EMERALD monitor from the analysis semantics of the analysis target, the extension of EMERALD's surveillance capabilities becomes a question of integration rather than implementation. The resource object contains all the operating parameters for each of the monitor's components as well as the analysis semantics (e.g., the profiler engine's measure and category definition, or the signature engine's penetration rule-base) necessary to process the target event stream. Once the resource object for a particular analysis target
is defined, it may be reused later by other EMERALD monitors that are deployed to equivalent analysis targets. For example, the resource object for a domain's router may be reused as other EMERALD monitors are deployed for other routers in the domain. A library of resource object definitions is being developed for commonly available network surveillance targets.

Figure 2 illustrates the general structure of the resource object. The resource object provides a pluggable configuration module for tuning the generic monitor code-base to a specific analysis target event stream. It minimally comprises the following variables (these variables may be extended as needed to accommodate the incorporation of new analysis engines into the monitor boundary):
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- **Configurable Event Structures**: The monitor code-base maintains no internal dependence on the content or format of any given target event stream or the analysis results produced from analyzing the event stream. Rather, the resource object provides a universally applicable syntax for specifying the structure of event records and analysis results. Event records are defined based on the contents of the monitor's target event stream(s). Analysis result structures are used to package the findings produced by the analysis engine. Event records and analysis results are defined similarly to allow the eventual hierarchical processing of analysis results as event records by subscriber monitors.

- **Event-Collection Methods**: A set of filtering routines (or log conversion routines with custom filtering semantics) is employed by the analysis engines to gather and format target-specific event records. These are the native methods that interact directly with the system to parse the target event stream.

- **Engine N Configuration**: This refers to a collection of variables and data structures that specify the operating configuration of a fielded monitor's analysis engine(s). The resource object maintains a separate collection of operating parameters for each analysis engine instantiated within the monitor boundary.

- **Analysis Unit N Configuration**: Each analysis engine maintains an independently configured collection of intrusion-detection analysis procedures. This structure contains the configuration variables that define the semantics employed by the analysis engine to process the target-specific event stream.

- **Resolver Configuration**: The resource object maintains the operating parameters that specify the configuration of the resolver's internal modules.

- **Decision Unit Configuration**: This refers to the semantics used by the resolver's decision unit for merging the analysis results from the various analysis engines. The semantics include the response criteria used by the decision unit for invoking countermeasure handlers.

- **Subscription List**: This structure contains information necessary for establishing subscription-based communication sessions, which may include network address information and public keys used by the monitor to authenticate potential clients and servers. The subscription list field is an important facility for gaining visibility into malicious or anomalous activity outside the immediate environment of an EMERALD monitor. The most obvious examples where relationships are important involve interdependencies among network services that make local policy decisions. Consider, for example, the interdependencies between access checks performed during network file system mounting and the IP mapping of the DNS service. An unexpected mount monitored by the network file system service may be responded to differently if the DNS monitor informs the network file system monitor of suspicious updates to the mount requestor's DNS mapping.

- **Valid Response Methods**: Various response functions can be made available to the resolver as it receives intrusion reports from its analysis engines or intrusion summaries from subscribers. These are pre-programmed countermeasure methods that the resolver may invoke as intrusion summaries are received.

As discussed above, the fields of the resource object are defined and utilized during monitor initialization. In addition, these fields may be modified by internal monitor components, and by authorized external clients using the monitor's API. Once fields are modified, components can be requested to dynamically reload the configuration parameters defined in those fields. This gives EMERALD an important ability to provide adaptive
analysis a control functionality. However, it also introduces a potential stability problem if dynamic modifications are not tightly restricted to avoid cyclic modifications. To address this issue, monitors accept configuration requests from only immediate parents in EMERALD's analysis hierarchy.

C. Scalable Profile-Based Anomaly Detection

The original groundwork for SRI's NIDES effort was performed over a decade ago. The first-generation statistics component was used to analyze System Management Facility (SMF) records from an IBM mainframe system [10] in the first half of the 1980s. Requirements for an anomaly-detection system that became NIDES were documented in [6]. This research led to the development of the NIDES statistical profile-based anomaly-detection subsystem (NIDES/Stats), which employed a wide range of multivariate statistical measures to profile the behavior of individual users [8]. Analysis is user-based, where a statistical score is assigned to each user's session representing how closely currently observed usage corresponds to the established patterns of usage for that individual. The input source to the NIDES statistical component is an unfiltered and unsorted host audit log, which represents the activity of all users currently operating on the host. In 1995, SRI conducted research under Trusted Information Systems' Safeguard project to extend NIDES/Stats to profile the behavior of individual applications [2]. Statistical measures were customized to measure and differentiate the proper operation of an application from operation that may indicate Trojan horse substitution. Under the Safeguard model, analysis is application-based, where a statistical score is assigned to the operation of applications and represents the degree to which current behavior of the application corresponds to its established patterns of operation. The Safeguard effort demonstrated the ability of statistical profiling tools to clearly differentiate the scope of execution among general-purpose applications. It also showed that statistical analyses can be very effective in analyzing activities other than individual users; by instead monitoring applications, the Safeguard analysis greatly reduced the required number of profiles and computational requirements, and also dramatically decreased the typical false-positive and false-negative ratios.

While NIDES/Stats has been reasonably successful profiling users and later applications, it will be extended to the more general subject class typology required by EMERALD. Nonetheless, the underlying mechanisms are well suited to the problem of network anomaly detection, with some adaptation. The required modifications center around extensive reworking of NIDES/Stats to abstract and generalize its definition of measures and profiles, the streamlining of its profile management, and the adaptation of the configuration and reporting mechanisms to EMERALD's highly interoperable and dynamic message system interface.

The EMERALD profiler engine achieves total separation between profile management and the mathematical algorithms used to assess the anomaly of events. Profiles are provided to the computational engine as classes defined in the resource object. The mathematical functions for anomaly scoring, profile maintenance, and updating function in a fully general manner, not requiring any underlying knowledge of the data being analyzed beyond what is encoded in the profile class. The event-collection interoperability supports translation of elementary data (the analysis target's event stream) to the profile and measure classes. At that point, analysis for different types of monitored entities is mathematically similar. This approach impacts great flexibility to the analysis in that fading memory constants, update frequency, measure type, and so on are tailored to the entity being monitored.

Each profiler engine is dedicated to a specific target event stream at the elementary level. Such localized, target-specific analyses (unlike the monolithic approach employed by NIDES/Stats) provide a more distributed, building-block approach to monitoring, and allow profiling computations to be efficiently dispersed throughout the network. Because the event stream submitted to the profiler engine is specific to the analysis target's activity, profile management is greatly simplified, in that there is no need to support multisubject profile instantiations.

In addition, the results of service-layer profiler engines can be propagated to other monitors operating higher in EMERALD's layered analysis scheme, offering domain- or enterprise-wide statistical profiling of anomaly reports. Profiler engines may operate throughout the analysis hierarchy, further correlating and merging service-layer profiles to identify more widespread anomalous activity. The underlying mathematics are the same for each instance, and all required information specific to the entity being monitored (be it a network resource or other EMERALD monitors producing analysis results at lower layers in the analysis hierarchy) is entirely encapsulated in the objects of the profile class.

D. Scalable Signature Analysis

Signature analysis is a process whereby an event stream is mapped against abstract representations of event sequences that are known to indicate undesirable activity. However, simplistic event binding alone may not necessarily provide enough indication to ensure the
accurate detection of the target activity. Signature analyses must also distinguish whether an event sequence being witnessed is actually transitioning the system into the anticipated compromised state. Additionally, determining whether a given event sequence is indicative of an attack may be a function of the preconditions under which the event sequence is performed. To enable this finer granularity of signature recognition, previous efforts have employed various degrees of state detection and management logic (one such example is found in [18]). However, as discussed in Section II, the incorporation of sophisticated rule- and state-management features must be balanced with the need to ensure an acceptable level of performance.

In many respects, EMERALD’s signature-analysis strategy departs from previous centralized rule-based efforts. EMERALD employs a highly distributed analysis strategy that, with respect to signature analysis, effectively modularizes and distributes the rule-base and inference engine into smaller, more focused signature engines. This has several benefits beyond the performance advantages from evenly distributing the computational load across network resources.

By narrowing the scope of activity in the event stream to a single analysis target, the noise ratio from event records that the signature engine must filter out is greatly reduced. This noise filtering of the event stream helps the signature engine avoid misguided searches along incorrect signature paths. EMERALD also partitions and distributes the signature activity representations. Rather than maintaining a central knowledge-base containing representations of all known malicious activity across a given computing environment, EMERALD distributes a tailored set of signature activity with each monitor’s resource object.

EMERALD’s signature-analysis objectives depend on which layer in EMERALD’s hierarchical analysis scheme the signature engine operates. Service-layer signature engines attempt to monitor network services and infrastructure for attempts to subvert or misuse these components to penetrate or interfere with the domain’s operation. Service monitors target external and perhaps unauthenticated individuals who attempt to subvert services or domain components to perform actions outside their normal operating scope. The EMERALD signature engine sees the event stream for events that represent attempted exploitations of known attacks against the service, or other activity that stands alone as warranting a response from the EMERALD monitor.

Above the service layer, signature engines scan the aggregate of intrusion reports from service monitors in an attempt to detect more global coordinated attack scenarios or scenarios that exploit interdependencies among network services. The DNS/NFS attack discussed in Section III-B is one such example of an aggregate attack scenario. The fault-propagation model presented in [20] offers a general example of modeling interdependency of network assets (in this case fault interdependencies in a nonmalicious environment) that is also of general relevance for EMERALD's domain- and enterprise-layer intrusion correlation.

E. A Universal Resolver: Correlation and Response

EMERALD maintains a well-defined separation between analysis activities and response logic. Implementation of the response policy, including coordinating the dissemination of the analysis results, is the responsibility of the EMERALD resolver. The resolver is an expert system that receives the intrusion and suspicion reports produced by the profiler and signature engines, and based on these reports invokes the various response handlers defined within the resource object. Because the volume of intrusion and suspicion reports is lower than the individual event reports received by the analysis engines, the resolver can afford the more sophisticated demands of maintaining the configuration, and managing the response handling and external interfaces necessary for monitor operation. Furthermore, the resolver adds to the extensibility of EMERALD by providing the subscription interface through which third-party analysis tools can interact and participate in EMERALD’s layered analysis scheme.

Upon its initialization, the resolver references various fields within the associated resource object. The resolver initiates authentication and subscription sessions with those EMERALD monitors whose identities appear in the resource object’s subscription-list field. It also handles all incoming requests by subscribers, which must authenticate themselves to the resolver. (Details of EMERALD’s subscription-session authentication process are discussed in [19].) Once a subscription session is established with a subscriber monitor, the resolver acts as the primary interface through which configuration requests are received, probes are handled, and intrusion reports are disseminated.

EMERALD supports extensive intermonitor sharing of analysis results throughout its layered analysis architecture. Resolvers are able to request and receive intrusion reports from other resolvers at lower layers in the analysis hierarchy. As analysis results are received from subscribing parties, they are forwarded via the monitor’s event filters to the analysis engines. This tiered collection and correlation of analysis results allows EMERALD monitors to represent and profile more global malicious or anomalous activity that is not visible from the local monitoring of individual network services and assets.
In addition to its external-interface responsibilities, the resolver operates as a fully functional decision engine, capable of invoking real-time countermeasures in response to malicious or anomalous activity reports produced by the analysis engines. Countermeasures are defined in the response-methods field of the resource object. Included with each valid response method are evaluation metrics for determining the circumstances under which the method should be dispatched. These response criteria involve two evaluation metrics: a threshold metric that corresponds to the measure values and scores produced by the profiler engine, and severity metrics correspond to subsets of the associated attack sequences defined within the resource object. The resolver combines the metrics to formulate its monitor's response policy. Aggressive responses may include direct countermeasures such as closing connections or terminating processes. More passive responses may include the dispatching of integrity-checking handies to verify the operating state of the analysis target.

The resolver operates as the center of intramanitor communication. As the analysis engines build intrusion and suspicion reports, they propagate these reports to the resolver for further correlation, response, and dissemination to other EMERALD monitors. The resolver can also submit runtime configuration requests to the analysis engines, possibly to increase or decrease the scope of analyses (e.g., enable or disable additional signature rules) based on various operating metrics. These configuration requests could be made as a result of encountering other intrusion reports from other subscribers. For example, an intrusion report produced by a service monitor in one domain could be propagated to an enterprise monitor, which in turn sensitizes service monitors in other domains to the same activity.

Lastly, a critical function of the EMERALD resolver is to operate as the interface mechanism between the monitor administrator and the monitor itself. From the perspective of an EMERALD resolver, the administrator interface is simply a subscribing service to which the resolver may submit its intrusion summaries and receive probes and configuration requests. The administrative interface tool can dynamically subscribe and unsubscribe to any of the deployed EMERALD resolvers, as well as submit configuration requests and asynchronous probes as desired.

F. The EMERALD Message System

Interoperability is especially critical to the EMERALD design, which from conception promotes dynamic extensibility through a building-block approach to scalable network surveillance. EMERALD monitors incorporate a duplex messaging system that allows them to correlate activity summaries and countermeasure information in a distributed hierarchical analysis framework. EMERALD’s messaging system must address interoperability both within its own architectural scope and with other third-party analysis tools. To do this, the messaging system provides a well-defined programmer's interface that supports the bidirectional exchange of analysis results and configuration requests with alternative security tools.

EMERALD's message system operates under an asynchronous communication model for handling results dissemination and processing that is generically referred to as subscription-based message passing. EMERALD component interoperation is client/server-based, where a client module may subscribe to receive event data or analysis results from servers. Once the subscription request is accepted by the server, the server module forwards events or analysis results to the client automatically as data becomes available, and may dynamically reconfigure itself as requested by the client's control requests. While this asynchronous model does not escape the overhead needed to ensure reliable delivery, it does reduce the need for client probes and acknowledgments.

An important goal in the design of EMERALD's interface specification is that the interface remain as implementation neutral as possible. To support an implementation-neutral communication framework, the message system is designed with strong separation between the programmer's interface specification and the issues of message transport. The interface specification embodies no assumptions about the target intrusion-detection modules, implementation languages, host platform, or network. The transport layer is architecturally isolated from the internals of EMERALD monitors so that transport modules may be readily introduced and replaced as protocols and security requirements are negotiated between module developers. The following briefly summarizes EMERALD’s interface specification and transport layer design.

Interface Specification: Interface specification involves the definition of the messages that the various intrusion-detection modules must convey to one another, and how these messages should be processed. The message structure and content are specified in a completely implementation-neutral context. Internally, EMERALD monitors contain three general module types: event collection methods that collect and filter...
ter the target event stream, analysis engines that process the filtered events, and a resolver that processes and responds to the analysis engine results. Externally, EMERALD monitors interoperate with one another in a manner analogous to internal communication: service monitors produce local analysis results that are passed to the domain monitor; domain monitors correlate service monitor results, producing new results that are further propagated to enterprise monitors; enterprise monitors correlate and respond to the analysis results produced by domain monitors.

Both intramonitor and intermonitor communication employ identical subscription-based client-server models. With respect to intermonitor communication, the resolver operates as a client to the analysis engines, and the analysis engines operate as clients to the event filters. Through the internal message system, the resolver submits configuration requests and probes to the analysis engines, and receives from the analysis engines their analysis results. The analysis engines operate as servers providing the resolver with intrusion or suspicion reports either asynchronously or upon request. Similarly, the analysis engines are responsible for establishing and maintaining a communication link with a target event collection method (or event filter) and prompting the reconfiguration of the collection method’s filtering semantics when necessary. Event collection methods provide analysis engines with target-specific event records upon which the statistical and signature analyses are performed.

Intermonitor communication also operates using the subscription-based hierarchy. A domain monitor subscribes to the analysis results produced by service monitors, and then propagates its own analytical results to its parent enterprise monitor. The enterprise monitor operates as a client to one or more domain monitors, allowing them to correlate and model enterprise-wide activity from the domain-layer results. Domain monitors operate as servers to the enterprise monitors, and as clients to the service-layer monitors deployed throughout their local domain. This message scheme would operate identically if correlation were to continue at higher layers of abstraction beyond enterprise analysis.

EMERALD’s intramonitor and intermonitor programming interfaces are identical. These interfaces are subdivided into five categories of interoperation: channel initialization and termination, channel synchronization, dynamic configuration, server probing, and report/event dissemination. Clients are responsible for initiating and terminating channel sessions with servers. Furthermore, clients are responsible for managing channel synchronization in the event of errors in message sequencing or periods of failed or slow response (i.e., “I’m alive” confirmations). Clients may also submit dynamic configuration requests to servers. For example, an analysis engine may request an event collection method to modify its filtering semantics. Clients may also probe servers for report summaries or additional event information. Lastly, servers may send clients intrusion/suspicion summaries or event data in response to client probes or in an asynchronous dissemination mode.

Transport Layer: The second part of the message system framework involves the specification of the transport mechanism used to establish a given communication channel between monitors or possibly between a monitor and a third-party security module. All implementation dependencies within the message system framework are addressed by the pluggable transport modules. Transport modules are specific to the participating intrusion-detection modules, their respective hosts, and potentially to the network—should the modules require cross-platform interoperation. Part of the integration of a monitor into a new analysis target is the incorporation of the necessary transport module(s) (for both internal and external communication).

It is at the transport layer where EMERALD addresses issues of communications security, integrity, and reliability. While it is important to facilitate interoperability among security mechanisms, this interoperability must be balanced with the need to ensure an overall level of operational integrity, reliability, and privacy. An essential element in the EMERALD messaging system design is the integration of secure transport to ensure a degree of internal security between EMERALD components and other cooperative analysis units.

The transport modules that handle intramonitor communication may be different from the transport modules that handle intermonitor communication. This allows the intramonitor transport modules to address security and reliability issues differently than how the intermonitor transport modules address security and reliability. While intramonitor communication may more commonly involve interprocess communication within a single host, intermonitor communication will most commonly involve cross-platform networked interoperation. For example, the intramonitor transport mechanisms may employ unnamed pipes [14], which provides a kernel-enforced private interprocess communication channel between the monitor components (this assumes a process hierarchy within the monitor architecture). The monitor’s external transport, however, will more likely export data through untrusted network connections and thus require more extensive security management. To ensure the security and integrity of the message exchange, the external transport may employ
public/private key authentication protocols and session key exchange. Using this same interface, third-party analysis tools may authenticate and exchange analysis results and configuration information with EMERALD monitors in a well-defined, secure manner.

The pluggable transport allows EMERALD flexibility in negotiating security features and protocol usage with third parties. Of particular interest to the monitoring of network events is our planned incorporation of a commercially available network management system as a third-party module. That system will deliver monitoring results relating to security, reliability, availability, performance, and other attributes. The network management system may in turn subscribe to EMERALD results in order to influence network reconfiguration. This experiment will demonstrate the interoperation of intrusion-detection instrumentation with analysis tools that themselves do not specifically address security management.

IV. EMERALD NETWORK DEPLOYMENT

The EMERALD reusable-monitor architecture provides a framework for the organization and coordination of distributed event analysis across multiple administrative domains. EMERALD introduces a service-oriented, layered approach to representing, analyzing, and responding to network misuse. EMERALD’s profiling and signature analyses are not performed as monolithic analyses over an entire domain, but rather are deployed sparingly throughout a large enterprise to provide focused protection of key network assets vulnerable to attack. This model leads to greater flexibility whenever the network configuration changes dynamically, and to improved performance, where computational load is distributed efficiently among network resources.

Domains under EMERALD surveillance are able to detect malicious activity targeted against their network services and infrastructure, and disseminate this information in a coordinated and secure way to other EMERALD monitors (as well as third-party analysis tools) distributed throughout the network. Reports of problems found in one domain can propagate to other monitors throughout the network using the subscription process. EMERALD’s subscription-based communication strategy provides mutual authentication between participants, as well as confidentiality and integrity for all intermonitor message traffic (see Section III-F).

EMERALD’s analysis scheme is highly composable, beginning at the service layer where EMERALD monitors analyze the security-relevant activity associated with an individual network service or network infrastructure. As service-layer monitors detect activity that indicates possible misuse, this information is responded to by the monitor’s local resolver to ensure immediate response. Misuse reports are also disseminated throughout EMERALD’s web of surveillance, to the monitor’s pool of subscribers.

Domain-layer monitors model and profile domain-wide vulnerabilities not detectable from the narrow visibility of the service layer. Domain monitors search for intrusive and anomalous activity across a group of interdependent service-layer components, subscribing to each service’s associated service monitor. Domain monitors also operate as the dissemination point between the domain’s surveillance and the external network surveillance. Where mutual trust among domains exists, domain monitors may establish peer relationships with one another. Peer-to-peer subscription allows domain monitors to share intrusion summaries from events that have occurred in other domains. Domain monitors may use such reports to dynamically sensitize their local service monitors to malicious activity found to be occurring outside the domain’s visibility. Domain monitors may also operate within an enterprise hierarchy, where they disseminate intrusion reports to enterprise monitors for global correlation. Where trust exists between domains, peer-to-peer subscription provides a useful technique for keeping domains sensitized to malicious activity occurring outside their view.

Enterprise-layer monitors attempt to model and detect coordinated efforts to infiltrate domain perimeters or prevent interconnectivity between domains. Enterprise surveillance may be used where domains are interconnected under the control of a single organization, such as a large privately owned WAN. Enterprise surveillance is very similar to domain surveillance: the enterprise monitor subscribes to various domain monitors, just as the domain monitors subscribe to various local service monitors. The enterprise monitor (or monitors, as it would be important to avoid centralizing any analysis) focuses on network-wide threats such as Internet worm-like attacks, attacks repeated against common network services across domains, or coordinated attacks from multiple domains against a single domain. As an enterprise monitor recognizes commonalities in intrusion reports across domains (e.g., the spreading of a worm or a mail system attack repeated throughout the enterprise), its resolver can take steps to help domains counter the attack, and can also help sensitive other domains to such attacks before they are affected.

EMERALD’s distributed analysis paradigm provides several significant performance advantages over the centralized signature analysis and statistical profiling tools from which its architecture is derived. In a large network, event activity is dispersed throughout its spa-
tially distributed components, occurring in parallel and in volumes that are difficult for centralized analysis tools to manage. EMERALD distributes the computational load and space utilization needed to monitor the various network components, and performs its analysis and response activity locally. Local detection and response also helps to ensure timely protection of network assets. Furthermore, EMERALD’s distributed monitor deployment effectively parallelizes the statistical profiling and signature analyses. Once the event streams from the various analysis targets are separated and submitted to the deployed monitors, event correlation, profiling, and response handling are all managed by independent computational units. Lastly, EMERALD’s dynamic extensibility allows an integrator to selectively choose the key elements in a network that require monitoring, and the ability to alter analysis coverage dynamically.

V. RELATED WORK

EMERALD is not intended as a replacement to more centralized, host-based, user-oriented intrusion-detection tools, but rather as a complementary architecture that addresses threats from the interconnectivity of domains in hostile environments. Specifically, EMERALD attempts to detect and respond to both anticipated and unanticipated misuse of services and infrastructure in large network-based enterprises, including external threats that attempt to subvert or bypass a domain’s network interfaces and control mechanisms to gain unauthorized access to domain resources or prevent the availability of these resources. EMERALD also provides a framework for recognizing more global threats to interdomain connectivity, including coordinated attempts to infiltrate or destroy connectivity across an entire network enterprise. A more detailed discussion of EMERALD’s relationship with other work is given in [10]. Here, we merely allude to its position in the spectrum of research in intrusion detection, fault detection, and alarm correlation.

A. Related Intrusion Detection Research

EMERALD considerably generalizes and extends the earlier pioneering work of SRI’s IDES and NIDES [1], overcoming previous limitations with respect to scalability, applicability to networking, interoperability, and inability to detect distributed coordinated attacks. It generalizes to network environments the Safeguard experience [2], which overcame profile explosion and scalability problems by locally profiling the activities of subsystems and commands rather than of individual users. EMERALD also extends the statistical-profile model of NIDES, to analyze the operation of network services, network infrastructure, and activity reports from other EMERALD monitors. Various other efforts have considered one of the two types of analysis — signature-based (e.g., Porras [18] has used a state-transition approach; the U.C. Davis and Trident DIDS [4] addresses abstracted analysis for networking, but not scalability; the Network Security Monitor [7] seeks to analyze packet data rather than conventional audit trails; Purdue [5] seeks to use adaptive-agent technology) or profile-based. More recent work in UC Davis’ Grid effort [24] employs activity graphs of network operations to search for traffic patterns that may indicate network-wide coordinated attacks. (Ko has considered writing specifications for expected behavior [13], which is sort of a compromise between signature analysis and behavioral profiling.)

B. Related Research in Fault Detection

EMERALD is somewhat similar conceptually to various efforts in alarm correlation and high-volume event correlation/fault detection in the network management community [8], [18], [16]. EMERALD’s architecture and layered analysis is somewhat similar to the distributed event correlation system (DECS) discussed in [12]. However, DECS makes several simplifications in its stateless event modeling scheme that do not translate well to a malicious environment for detecting intrusions. Recent work in nonmalicious fault isolation [20] is also relevant, and is being considered. However, none of these efforts shares EMERALD’s abilities for recursive hierarchical abstraction and misuse detection, nor do they include provisions to ensure their own survivability in hostile environments.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces EMERALD, a composable surveillance and response architecture oriented toward the monitoring of distributed network elements. EMERALD targets external threat agents who attempt to subvert or bypass network interfaces and controls to gain unauthorized access to domain resources. EMERALD builds a multiple local monitoring capability into a framework for coordinating the dissemination of distributed analyses to provide global detection and response to network-wide coordinated attacks. The basic analysis unit in this architecture is the EMERALD monitor, which incorporates both signature analysis and statistical profiling. By separating the analysis semantics from the analysis and response logic, EMERALD monitors can be easily integrated throughout EMERALD’s layered network surveillance strategy.

EMERALD builds on and considerably extends past research and development in anomaly and misuse detection, to accommodate the monitoring of large dis-
tributed systems and networks. Because the real-time analysis itself can be distributed and applied where most effective at different layers of abstraction, EMERALD has significant advantages over more centralized approaches in terms of event detectability and response capabilities, and yet can be computationally realistic. It can detect not only local attacks, but also coordinated attacks such as distributed denial of service. The EMERALD design addresses interoperability within its own scope, and in so doing enables its interoperability with other analysis platforms as well. EMERALD’s inherent generality and flexibility in terms of what is being monitored and how the analysis is accomplished suggests that the design can be readily extended to monitoring other attributes such as survivability, fault tolerance, and assured availability.
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